## Coal Resource Occurrence Map of the Lay Quadrangle, Moffat County, Colorado
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### Explanation

- **Open File Report 79-877**
- **Plate 15 of 22**

### NOT

- Underlying basement and missing symbols are not shown beyond terrain because of topographic limit.

### Drill Hole

- Shows thickness of coal seams, if any. The surface is top of coal seam.

### Cenozoic Stratigraphy

- Indicates formation boundaries, if any, and thickness of strata.

### Coal Seam Symbol

- Shows symbol of seam if any. Shaded areas show direct contact with present surface.

To convert feet to miles, multiply feet by 0.00018947
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### Map Details

- **Scale:** 1:25,000
- **Compiled:** 1977
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This report has not been edited for conformity with U.S. Geological Survey editorial standards or stratigraphic nomenclature.
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**ONA 1979**
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**PLATE 15**

**OVERBURDEN STRATIGRAPHIC AND MINING RATIO MAP OF THE FORT UNION (2E) COAL BED**